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In session one I reviewed legislation produced in 2016
I am now going to review some of the things that occurred in 2016
 What did God say last year 2016?
 What did God do last year 2016?
 What has God said for next year 2017?
 What season are we in now?
 What does God want us to do in 2017?
 Where does God want us to go in 2017?
Share revelation from 2016
 What has God said? - Words
 What has God shown? - Visions
 What does God mean?
 What is the application for me?
 What is the application for the church here?
 What is the application for the wider church?
My mind or my own understanding has been messed up by my experiences of God
I realised just how much I have assumed and presumed in my understanding of God
I was challenged to decree the removal of restrictions from my mind
2017 will be a continued out working of the justice authorised by the judgment that
has been passed in favour of the Joshua Generation
 God who is Father, Son and Holy Spirit will reveal Himself out of the
doctrinal and theological wilderness of the old order
We are in for a wild ride of discovery
 The very core beliefs that we might have held are going to be challenged by
the extravagantly revealed love of God who is Father, Son and Holy Spirit
 As God reveals Himself to us it will be like first love all over again discovering
who He truly is
 The “GOD” that we thought we knew is going to exposed as the biggest lie of
all time perpetrated by religion
 What we thought we knew through the assumptions and presumptions of
religion will be starkly contrasted by the truth revealed and unveiled by true
reality of our personal experiential encounters
 The Matrix of religion, which has been pulled over our eyes to blind us to the
reality who God is, will be removed
 Are we are willing to ‘swallow the red pill’ to see just how deep this goes?
 Deep is calling to deep. Are we willing to respond to the call and go deeper
than ever before?
"You take the blue pill, the story ends. You wake up in your bed and believe
whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill, you stay in Wonderland, and I
show you how deep the rabbit hole goes”. Quote from the film The Matrix.
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Wonderland is an apt description of our mind renewed so we can live the true
freedom of relationship
 I promise you it is a journey of discovery that is well worth the cost
 I promise you that if you are willing to suspend your disbelief you will be
rewarded with treasure beyond measure
 I promise you a wild ride that will rock you to the core and you leave you
standing on the true rock
2017 is going to be a year of intense shaking
Heb 12:26 “Yet once more I will shake not only the earth, but also the heaven.” 27
This expression, “Yet once more,” denotes the removing of those things which can
be shaken, as of created things, so that those things which cannot be shaken may
remain. 28 Therefore, since we receive a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us
show gratitude, by which we may offer to God an acceptable service with reverence
and awe; 29 for our God is a consuming fire.
2016 was a year that the Lion and Eagle functioned together in an arc of agreement;
Governmental order and legislative order functioning together
2017 is still a period of justice where lion and eagle will function
Sonship will be one of the pivotal factors where the relational love that God, Father
Son and Holy Spirit has within I am unveils true identity
True identity is sonship, being including within the family and the circle of love that is
the essence of who God is
Encounters that shaped my understanding of legislation and sonship
 Bob Jones as a man in white linen offered a fiery scroll for the billion fold
harvest
 A week later Jesus stood here with another fiery scroll for the Joshua
Generation
 I saw the earth from space. Its rotation was slowing down. It stopped and I
saw lights coming together in threes all over the globe and then it started
spinning in the opposite direction
 Wisdom gave me a chancellor’s seal that intensified my desire to help raise
up and equip a Joshua Generation
 I was in the temple facing the burning altar and the seraphim
 I saw many inter-dimensional maps; I was given a golden bow and fired
arrows into various maps of different nations
 The first was the USA; the arrows had red cord attached and they formed a
pattern of government
 I was told that this pattern will be replicated around the earth
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2016 has seen the fulfilment and
development of this function.
April: I went to South West USA
and then I asked God if there was
anything else
Engage the heart and the spine
of the nation
September: Texas, Kansas and
Nebraska culminating in the
National Summit meeting at the
heart of the nation
 I stepped into the four faces of God and was given a fiery scroll in each
hand
 Scroll for the Joshua Generation
 Scroll for the harvest of a billion harvesters
 I was translated simultaneously to stand before all the governmental
buildings and palaces around the earth
 I declared that the establishing of Joshua Generation and cities of
refuge
Son, I have opened a new season of legislative authority. l present to you a new
mantle carrying the authority to administrate legislation. To open hearts and minds to
bring people into their heavenly positions.




This is a new era where the government of heaven and its judicial authority is
released to My sons.
Call to the sons of man to come to their eternal positions to establish heavenly
government on the earth.
The call is to the Joshua Generation to prepare for the harvest.

24 / 9 /2016 or 9/24/2016
2 + 4 + 9 + 2 + 1 + 6 = 24
24 points on the crown
24 = 3 x 8
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888 = the government of new beginnings
This day was the beginning the start of a new day and a new season










Fragrance of the multi coloured families of the earth coming together to
become the representation of the character and nature of God
To be the demonstration of how all people, colours, ethnic origins can
together in unity can produce the fragrance of heaven on the earth

Son, call for reconciliation and restoration that will renew the minds of My
people to know My heart and to be revealed onto the earth to remove all
barriers divides boundaries and divisions of men.
Let a new constitution be unveiled, signed and agreed between heaven and
earth and new founding fathers be invested to establish new spiritual
government.
Let all identity that has been established by men making a name for
themselves be removed, all nationalist and territorial mindsets be broken.
Let a new identity be established; let new principalities be put in place.
Forevermore let these people be called God's people and this land be known
as God's land.
Let the characteristics of true sonship be revealed. Love, joy, peace, patience,
tolerance, goodness, kindness, faithfulness, humility and self-control

Phil 2:1 Therefore if there is any encouragement in Christ, if there is any consolation
of love, if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, if any affection and compassion, 2
make my joy complete by being of the same mind, maintaining the same love, united
in spirit, intent on one purpose. 3 Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but
with humility of mind regard one another as more important than yourselves;
Phil 2:4 do not merely look out for your own personal interests, but also for the
interests of others. 5 Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus,
6 who, although He existed in the form of God, did not regard equality with God a
thing to be grasped,
Phil 2:1 In Christ our association is most intimate; we articulate his love story;
entwined in spirit communion and tender affections. 2 Your Christ mindedness
completes my delight! You co-echo the same agape; we are soul mates, resonating
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the same thoughts. 3 No hidden agenda with a compromised mixture of leaven or
empty philosophical flattery can match a mind that genuinely values others above
oneself
Phil 2:4 To discover your own completeness in Christ frees you to turn your attention
away from yourself to others! 5 The way Jesus saw himself is the only valid way to
see yourself! 6 His being God’s equal in form and likeness was official; his sonship
did not steal the limelight from his Father! Neither did his humanity distract from the
deity of God!
Issue a new call let the sound go out and reverberate throughout the land. The
call to sonship to restore the crown of the kingdom to the people of God.
I call for the 24 governmental positions of the crown's mountain benches to be
occupied and the investiture and enthronements to be completed.
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Son, the national summit is to be a time of removing the barriers dividing lines
and obstacles to My government being established.
I will release My heart and perspective for the people and a new
understanding about how I see from oneness.
I wish to remove the mind-sets of division and the man made boundaries that
cause people to be in opposition.
My territories are reflections of My character and nature and will caused unity
to unify My people.
As the relationships form that will establish kingdom government and the
perimeters are established that will enable both expansion and fulfilment of
identity.
I wish to reveal My heart and remove all ideologies and mind-sets that create
division between My people.
North, South, East and West will be one; there are to be no barriers and
divisions based on colour, money, power race origins.
The first nations must give up their rights as this land was never theirs; the
pioneers who laid claim must give up their rights.
This land is mine and will once again be restored when reconciliation takes
place between people the land will release is bounty.
The connections are to release oneness; this land as defined by men will be
truly one nation under God.
What will give you true identity is not numbers, size, strength, power or
economics but Me.
When My people are free from prejudice and discrimination and the fear that
separates and divides true diversity can be relished and enjoyed.
This will truly be Independence Day where you will become free from those
things that restrict and divide you.
All definition of identity based on the externals of the flesh must be and can be
removed if you will engage eternity and be defined by eternal values












Let history show that eternity was released and the values of the kingdom
restored.
This is to be a kairos moment when the shift took place that shaped chronos
time. This is to be the day when what was converged with what is to release
what will be.
Open a portal for the spine of the nation and establish the boundary across
the South from Florida to California.
Open the window into the heart of the nation.
Let the heart beat with increased vigour and strength as the aquifers of the
deep open and the fountain of life flows from the wells of salvation.
I am creating the perimeter to allow the heart to beat with the rhythmic beat
that is increasing in tempo to call the Joshua Generation to march with me
into their inheritance.
Connect the spine of the nation with the heart of the nation and I will release a
new blueprint with new mantles of governmental authority.
The everlasting doors cannot be opened from below so I want to raise up the
Joshuas and Calebs to take their heavenly governmental places.
Strategic connections must be made for My purposes to unfold.

I call for the angels for the perimeters to come together.
 I call for the angels of the spine and the heart of the nation to go forth and
connect.
 I call for the sound of heaven to be released to call into the wilderness and
prepare the next exodus to begin.
 I call for the blue light of government to go forth.
 I call for the alignment of the circle of the deep for the perimeter spine and
heart of the nation.
 I call for resonance between heaven and earth.
 I call for a governmental summit to take place in the heavens and on the
earth.
 I call for the mountains to rise up and come together.
 I call for the thrones to unite and a new order of government to arise.
 I call for the north west to join the north east, south east and south west in the
heart of the nation.
I release the sound to those who will hear and respond.
Let the barriers be removed and the boundaries removed so that kingdom can
come and heaven and earth can begin to overlap.
National summit USA
 Court case to deal with the roots of freemasonry
 Nation started with rebellion against UK now UK was releasing US into
destiny
 Agreed laws established in UK were released to bring freedom to US so a
new constitution can be formed
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I am a facilitator and FAR is a resource to support what others are called to do
2017 God spoke to me about going to the East and gave me a mandate
I have since had invitations to go to New Zealand, China, Borneo and South
Africa
I will be returning to Canada Winnipeg also

Our local Bench of 3 and started to engage the 7 mountains
The Regional bench has called for 3 gatherings, ‘Beyond the Veil’ - relational days of
discussion, envisioning and heavenly engagement to equip those who feel called to
their region, to engage the heavenly realms for governmental purposes.
It is time for the transfiguration of sonship to embrace the creative light of sonship
and walk in the light beyond the veil and radiate that light on the earth.
Son, as the rhythm of My heartbeat increases so will the intensity of the light that
shines and radiates through sons who walk in the creative light beyond the torn veil
of an open heaven.
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God is going to unveil Himself to us more and more
This will probably challenge us
The reason most people struggle with trusting God is because the ‘god’ they
were taught to trust is not really God at all






We are going to move from trying to please God to learning to trust God
Without trust there is only control, survival instincts and coping mechanisms
God is calling us into a new level of intimacy so we know Him and trust Him
As sons in relationship we can rule and legislate

Our marriage ceremony was the call to deeper and deeper intimacy
The Bride becomes the wife/spouse and the wedding makes way for married life.
That is what we are being called to next.
What are the implications of such a relationship?
What happens when we get married?
 Our status changes.
 Our rights change.
 Our name changes.
 Our responsibilities change
 Our expectations of each other change
 I am no longer independent but we are interdependent; we are one not two.
 It is a whole new level of intimacy, relationship and government that will have
consequences.
 Our words may have greater effect.
 Our law making will have greater weight.
 Our mistakes may have greater consequences.
 The crucial point is that the level of relationship determines the level of
government.
Review 2016 Media and FAR
 Engaging God Manual is now on a new platform and runs as a full learning
management system
 6 Modules
 900+ subscribers
 442 new subscribers in 2016
 28 new subscribers in 7 days
 YOUTUBE channel 4456 subscribers
 1134 Mentoring videos
 565,065 views
 66% are from USA but 203 different countries
 Most popular are How To enter the spiritual realms – 58,706
 My journey to see in the spirit – 25,480
 Supernatural mentoring with 18 groups in UK, Europe, USA, Canada, South
Africa and Far East
 General Mentoring Groups, EG Mentoring Groups, Legislation Mentoring
Groups and Leadership Support Groups
 Facebook 5000 friends
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FAR FB page 2,521 followers and 2,579 likes
Blog followers 4,837
Blog views 982,791
FB or web pages in German, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Chinese

Review 2016 year in your life
 What has God said and what has He done
 What is God saying and what is He calling you to in 2017
 Be ready for change to let go of the old and embrace the new
Embrace the new sound of heaven and resonate with it
Come into alignment with heaven
HOPE is the ability to hear the music of tomorrow.
FAITH is the courage to dance to it today.
End of the old and beginning of new year
Old things to let go of and new things to embrace
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